
Tapping into Creative Vision Tapping into Creative Vision 
and Talent to Generate and Talent to Generate 

RevenuesRevenues



Dreams + Business Acumen = $Dreams + Business Acumen = $

Started at HCA in 1995Started at HCA in 1995

Revenues to date: 9.9 million Revenues to date: 9.9 million 



Visionaries and DreamersVisionaries and Dreamers

My journey My journey –– Seeing the beauty Seeing the beauty 
in the familiarin the familiar

Turning dreams into a profitable realityTurning dreams into a profitable reality
Where to start?Where to start?

With what you already have!With what you already have!



What do you have?What do you have?
Beautiful Conservation AreasBeautiful Conservation Areas



What do you have?What do you have?

••A beautiful setting invites a A beautiful setting invites a 
good experiencegood experience

••Natural beauty of your park + Natural beauty of your park + 
excitement of attending a great excitement of attending a great 
event + someone else event + someone else 
organizing the event = organizing the event = 
experiential productexperiential product



Corporate Market PenetrationCorporate Market Penetration

Small/ Medium Corporate Market 100 Small/ Medium Corporate Market 100 –– 1000 in 1000 in 
attendance.attendance.
Budget: $8,000 Budget: $8,000 –– 50,00050,000
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Large Corporate Event Market Large Corporate Event Market 
PenetrationPenetration
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Customer Centered ModelCustomer Centered Model

•• Sale: Intangible Sale: Intangible –– Experience or Experience or 
feelingfeeling

•• Customer Service and Customer Service and 
Interaction: Extensive Interaction: Extensive –– get to get to 
know client; form relationships know client; form relationships ––
trust and loyalty developstrust and loyalty develops

•• Quality of Experience: Excellent. Quality of Experience: Excellent. 
Experience is designed to Experience is designed to 
accomplish maximum satisfactionaccomplish maximum satisfaction

Maximizing Revenues Maximizing Revenues ––
Corporate EventsCorporate Events

Existing Model

•Sale: Tangible asset –
time and space

•Customer Service and 
Interaction: Limited – no 
relationship is formed

•Quality of Experience: 
Customer is 100% 
responsible for experience



ActivitiesActivities



Consignment Consignment 
Get others to sell your product!Get others to sell your product!
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Consignment
Sales

Key to success: Marketing partnerships



Wedding and Meeting Markets:Wedding and Meeting Markets:
Positioning Maplewood as an elegant, Positioning Maplewood as an elegant, 
unique and exclusive wedding venue.  unique and exclusive wedding venue.  



Wedding and Meeting Markets:Wedding and Meeting Markets:
Positioning Westfield as a picturesque, Positioning Westfield as a picturesque, 
oneone--ofof--a kind settings. Selling the charm.a kind settings. Selling the charm.

2007 2007 -- $ 126,900$ 126,900



Movie Shoots Movie Shoots –– 10 years 10 years 
Movie Shoot – simulated helicopter crash • Nov. 2003



Movie Shoots Movie Shoots –– 10 years 10 years 
Ontario Media Development Corporation Ontario Media Development Corporation ––
Provincial lead Provincial lead –– Wage and tax incentives for the Wage and tax incentives for the 
shooting houses or production companies. shooting houses or production companies. 
Catalog all our areas in $80,000 Catalog all our areas in $80,000 –– 100,000 100,000 
annuallyannually
Film, television and student filmsFilm, television and student films
Advertising agencies Advertising agencies –– commercials commercials 
Print Ad photographyPrint Ad photography
Fees: Location fees, damage deposit. Extra Fees: Location fees, damage deposit. Extra 
labourlabour under contract with insurance 2,000,000 under contract with insurance 2,000,000 ––
5,000,000. All paid in advance.5,000,000. All paid in advance.



Day campsDay camps
Create Marketing campaigns.Create Marketing campaigns.
Sell to prospective clients.Sell to prospective clients.
Administer program.Administer program.
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Financial Contribution to HCA Financial Contribution to HCA 
1995 to Present :1995 to Present :

9,943,924.57 Million Dollars9,943,924.57 Million Dollars


